
Bamboo Poles - Specification Sheet & Customer Guidance
The following information is designed to provide guidance for using bamboo in 
a wide variety of projects. Once you have a deeper understanding of the unique 
characteristics of this natural material you will be better able to design, plan and 
make your finished item.

We recommend that you test out samples to get a feel for our bamboo. There 
really is nothing better than taking a piece of bamboo and trying out your ideas. 
All that is required are some woodworking tools and some simple carpentry 
techniques.

Bamboo Basics - Structure of a bamboo pole
Bamboo poles are known as ‘culms’. These plants are actually giant grass stems 
with the ability to lock in large amounts of carbon in their root systems. We mostly 
supply giant bamboo species. All our poles are harvested from managed forests.

Features of a length of bamboo pole - notice how the bamboo narrows, tapers.
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Joints move further apart; space between nodes increases at pole tapers/narrows.

Wall thickness & Diameter
There will always be variations in wall thickness. Giant bamboo species usually have thicker walls near the base of 
the stem, which can be seen by more tightly spaced joints. For these species it is not uncommon for the walls to 
retain a consistent thickness for the first metre or so. For smaller species such as Tonkin and Calcutta bamboo the 
walls stay thick for much of the length, but their diameter remains small.

Above: Shoots of Giant bamboo emerging from 
the ground.
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Our Bamboo - Main Characteristics 

Bamboo Species Country of 
Origin

Pole 
diameters
(Usual import sizes)

Characteristics

Colour Surface Finish 
(untreated)

Interal Texture Joints

Moso [Phyllostachys edulis] China 20/25mm
30/35mm
40/45mm
50/55mm
60/70mm
70/80mm
100/120mm
120/150mm

Bright pale 
yellow and 
ochres

Satin sheen, 
smooth glassy 
skin

Medium to 
thick wall, open 
cell structure

Fairly prominent,  
gentle lip on larger 
diameters with single 
joint line. Nodes are 
easily knocked out.

Black [Phyllostachys nigra] China 20/25mm
30/35mm
40/45mm

Dark to mid-
brown

Satin sheen, 
smooth glassy 
skin, small 
inkpen-like 
markings

Medium to 
thick, wall 
with open cell 
structure

Fairly prominent, more 
knobbly nodes on 
smaller diameters and 
tip ends. Nodes are 
easily knocked out.

Speckled China 40/45mm
45/50mm

Mid-brown 
with pale 
beige

Satin to 
matt; smooth 
skin; large 
splodges 
of brown 
resembling 
daubes of 
paint

Medium to 
thick, wall 
with open cell 
structure

Fairly prominent, 
gentle lip on larger 
diameters with single 
joint line. Nodes are 
easily knocked out.

Java Black
[Gigantochloa atrioviolacea]

Indonesia 60/70mm
80/90mm

Very dark 
brown to
mid-chocolate 
brown

Satin to Matt Woody, thick 
wall.

Fairly flat nodes. Nodes 
often arrive already 
knocked through. 

Tali [Gigantochloa apus] Indonesia 70/80mm
90/100mm

Dull mid to 
light beige

Satin to Matt Woody, thick 
wall.

Fairly flat nodes, 
double line joint. 
Nodes often arrive 
already knocked 
through. 

Guadua* [Guadua angustifolia] Colombia 80/100mm Dull mid 
to light 
beige with 
dark brown 
spotting.

Matt Woody, thick 
wall.

Fairly flat nodes, 
double line joint. 
Nodes can be hard to 
remove

Tonkin* [Pseudosasa amabilis] China 14/16mm
24/26mm
30/35mm
40/50mm

Dull yellow-
ochre, beige.

Satin, smooth 
glassy skin.

Thick wall with 
dense cell 
structure

Often prominent, bumpy 
nodes. Due to the internal 
wall thickness nodes are 
hard to impossible to 
pierce.

The chart below shows the bamboo poles we import. Those marked with * are special order only.



Surface Pattern and Colouration

There are obvious colour differences between species 
as well as subtle colour differences that naturally occur 
within the same type of bamboo. This is dependant on 
the time of year, the maturity of the bamboo, when it 
was harvested and how long it was allowed to dry out 
prior to export.

Natural colour variations from from-to-pole should be 
factored into your project at the design stage. Do not 
rely on one batch matching the next! 

On Moso bamboo and light coloured species you 
might see small areas of rusty brown colour here and 
there. This occurs after harvest, when the farmers 
straighten any poles which are particularly curved 
using steam bending. This does not affect the strength 
of the bamboo. Surface marks are also not uncommon 
where the bamboo stems touch and rub against each 
other during harvest, drying and transportation.

FAQ - How can I get an even colour on my bamboo?
If your bamboo is weathered then paint or stain will adhere 
well. Poles recently supplied will evently bleach in the sun 
and via UV light through windows. The colour should even 
out over time. If you want to paint your poles gold or another 
colour, choose Tali rather than Moso, as the surface is slightly 
porous. Always apply an undercoat.

Half pole with node intactNode membranes cleanly 
removed with large hole saw

Node partially
piercedNodes intact

Our Bamboo - Other Characteristics

FAQ - Can I bend the poles into a curve or arch?
By the time the bamboo poles reach us here in the 
UK, the bamboo poles have had a few months to dry 
out. Although there is some flexibility in the poles, the 
amount of moisture in the stems mean that bending 
beyond a certain point will not work. Take this into 
account when designing. A tightly curved arch from one 
pole is not possible with our bamboo.

Above: A Moso bamboo pole is heated on the part to be straightened and 
a wet rag rubbed around the outside of the pole. The pole is then quickly 
transferred to a shaping anvil with a metal hook and wooden pivot.

Internal features of a bamboo pole - shown below are various types of bamboo revealing the inside 
structure and wall thickness.



How to Measure Bamboo Poles 
We supply large species of bamboo. These are bigger than those commonly found in DIY and garden centres. 
This can make visualising the correct diameter of bamboo for your project a little hard. Here we show you how our 
bamboo is measured and provide some everyday objects of similar dimensions to give you a better idea of scale.

Pole Diameter Everyday Object

20/25mm Broom handle, inner tube 
of kitchen foil or cling film

30/35mm Spade handle

40/45mm Rolling pin

50/55mm Inner tube of kitchen roll, 
base of standard lager 
bottle.

60/70mm Soup/baked bean can, 
postal tube.

70/80mm Mug, top of pint glass.

100/120mm 8 cup Cafetiere, giant mug 
(e.g. Sports Direct)

120/150mm Saucer, plant pot top rim.

Method 1 - Using Vernier Callipers Method 2 - Using a Ruler

Method 3 - Using a Tape Measure + calculator

FAQ - What about if I need to know the internal dimensions of a pole?
We do not measure internal dimensions. This is a tricky and unreliable exercise! Wall 
thickness varies from pole-to-pole, each pole tapers and the poles narrow where the 
nodes form a membrane across the stem. If you require a pipe or wire to be inserted 
through the inside of a pole, then we recommend ordering at least two sizes up from 
the diameter of the material to be inserted.

Whichever method you use, always measure around the base end of each pole at the widest part.

Open the teeth of the callipers roughly wider than the 
pole. Then slowly close the teeth around the bamboo, 
gently turning the pole to find the widest part. Note: some 
poles are more elliptical shaped which is why it is important to 
turn the pole to find the widest diameter.

Measure across the widest parts of the outer rim in 
several places to gauge the the average diameter.

Using a flexible tape measure, such as a dressmakers, wrap the measure around the 
outside of the widest part the pole. Note down the measurement, grab a calculator 
and follow this formula!

Outside Circumference of pole  ÷ 3.1415 = diameter of pole

Above: A 20/25mm Moso bamboo pole 
inside a 40/45mm pole. The smaller pole 
still can’t get through entirely due to the 
narrowness of the joint of the larger pole.



Selecting Bamboo - Choosing the best bamboo for your project

PROJECT/TASK/SCENARIO RECOMMENDATIONS

Diameter of Pole Type of Bamboo

Pergola - with roof covering, seating area. 100/120mm, 120/150mm (up-
rights)

Moso, Java, Tali

Pergola - without roof, small area. 90/100mm, 70/80mm (uprights) Moso, Java, Tali

Trellis - stand-alone 60/70mm, 70/80mm Moso, Java, Tali, Speckled

Trellis - attached to fence or wall 20mm upwards Moso, Chinese Black, Tonkin

Ground supports for Awning/Canopy/
Sail Shade

100/120mm, 120/150mm Moso, Java, Tali

Guttering for shed, summer house, 
garden building

70/80mm, 100/120mm Moso, Java, Tali

Cladding a Tiki Bar - RUSTIC THEME
[both indoor or outdoors]

[These could be half or whole poles] Moso, Java, Tali

Cladding a bar front - MODERN STYLE [These could be half or whole poles] Moso, Chinese Black, Java, Speckled

Cracking and splitting of whole poles
Bamboo is a plant: as it dries out it changes size and shape much like the stem of a flower or a tree branch. Even 
though our bamboo is dried carefully for 6-8 weeks prior to export, the poles will have residual moisture. Once 
installed in the UK normal fluctuations in temperature cause the bamboo to expand and contract. This can occur 
whether the poles are used inside or outside. This is when some poles will develop hairline cracks and some will 
go on to develop larger splits [Fig.1].

FAQ - What can I do to stop my bamboo from cracking?
As outlined above, there is really very little to stop a pole from cracking. Half poles and slats of bamboo are less 
prone to cracks, as the tension created within the pole’s cyclindrical shape is released. 

The following techniques are recomended, but do not guarantee against any cracking or splitting occuring during 
the lifetime of your project. As with timber, applying regular wood preservative, lacquer/varnish or wood oil are 
advisable to provide some stability of the material. 

1. Drill holes just above the nodes [Fig.3].
2. Knock the ‘nodes’ through. Use a broom handle or sharp spike or drill a hole [Fig 2].
3. Soak poles in wood preservative or wood oil - knock nodes out first to allow liquid to flow the full length.
4. Avoid water ingress for uprights by plugging the tops of your poles. [N.B. Leaving a top node intact will act as a natural 
rainwater plug. Treat with wood preservative, varnish or clear silicone mastic if its a small diameter pole, for extra protection.]

Avoiding Common Problems

[Fig. 1] Top: Small cracks on Moso. Bottom: Speckled 
bamboo has split open along the full length.

[Fig. 3] A 4mm drill bit is perfect for drilling just above 
the nodes to allow flow of air. 

[Fig. 2] If you don’t want to remove the nodes fully, 
just drilling a large hole will help.



Installation Tips - The Basics

Cutting & Splitting
To cut bamboo poles as cleanly as possible we recommend the use of a fine-tooth wood cutting blade. 
This could be a hand saw or a circular chop saw. This will lessen the splintering and running of the fibres 
for a cleaner cut. But, bear in mind that some fraying is inevitable with this material. When this occurs just 
smooth off at each end with some medium grit sandpaper.

FAQ - Can I cut more than one pole at a time?
It will depend on the thickness of the pole and which tool you are using to cut. If you have a chop saw [mitre saw] 
then this is pretty simple. Just make sure you bundle the poles together tightly and securely - use strong tape or 
binding of some sort if there are a lot of poles or where the diameters are 60/70mm and above.

FAQ - Can I split the poles in half lengthways?
You may have seen videos of bamboo poles being split by hand with a machete or perhaps a metal ring contrap-
tion. These techniques are usually carried out on recently harvested, green bamboo by expert craftspeople. 

We recommend that you purchase ready-split bamboo from us. We can cut straighter and more cleanly because 
we use an electric saw and jig to guide the pole. If you wish to attempt a split by hand, then use a broad chizel 
and mallet. The results may vary and you may end up with one half much smaller than the other. Please take the 
necessary precautions to stabilise the bamboo prior to splitting and wear safety goggles.

A decent fine blade wood saw will cut well by hand. 
Hold firmly and support the pole.

A mitre saw attached to a long bench in our workshop. 
This allows a bundle of Moso poles to be cut efficiently.

Various types of saw will work fine to cut bamboo by 
hand. Choose a fine tooth blade designed for timber.

Knocking out the internal nodes is particularly important for some projects such as creating water features, 
guttering and cladding. This should be done by hand with a hammer and chizel. Smoothing off can be 
done with a special drill attachment, or a wood file and coarse grit paper. Coat the inside with wood 
perservative if the piece is going outside or if you are using the bamboo as a water conveyor.

We do not recommend sanding the outer surface of the bamboo. Firstly, this will remove the natural 
protective top skin which acts as a water repellent outdoors. Secondly, if you do keep trying to sand the 
outside, the result will be a pole that is patchy in colour, bumpy and bearing little resemblence to natural 
bamboo the further you go. Remember that bamboo poles are not perfect cyclinders and will not sand 
evenly. If you want this effect of course, then go for it!

Node Removal & Sanding

The bamboo nodes are a diaphragm of plant material which when hit with some force, such as a hammer or chizel, will shatter relatively easily. To tidy up the inside of the half pole, 
chip away fragments with a small chizel, then use a rasp or a wood file; finally sand down with progressively finer sandpaper until you achieve the smoothness you require.



Joining and Securing

Installation Tips - The Basics

The roundness of bamboo makes it a challenge to 
join pieces together securely. For certain projects, such 
as a garden trellis, hand-tying with our palm fibre twine 
will work just fine when attached to a wall or fence. 

Bamboo poles should never be nailed together. Screws 
should be used with pre-drilled pilot holes prior to 
assembly. The more holes are drilled the more likely you 
will get splitting, so keep these to a minimum in your 
design.

Where the structure 
is intended to be self-
supporting and possibly 
load-bearing too, a firm 
grounding and extra fixings 
will be needed. 

Making ladder frames or an 
A-frame can give support 
and strength to a bamboo 
structure.

Above: A ladder frame design runs horizontally in this pergola supporting the cross-beams 
and keeping the struture strong.Threaded bolts are used two join everything.

If you want a permanent structure then bury poles in 
the ground; for a semi-permanent method tethering 
the bamboo to a scaffold pole rammed into the ground 
is excellent for outside use. For interior use, design-in 
cross-braces, ballast drums, fix into a wooden frame or 
add feet to create overall stability.

These techniques allow structures to become semi-mobile 
such as a clothes rail or wedding arch. Always check the 
stablity of the finished structure along with all decorations, 
lights and drapes, particularly for a windy site.

Methods to support uprights for temporary, semi-mobile structures 

Sand Concrete or 
Plaster of Paris

Pebbles
or rubble

Metal Bucket Terracotta Pot Oil Barrel

Various materials 
can act as ballast to 
stabilise uprights

Tip: Line the pot with 
layers of cling film before 
pouring in the concrete.



Methods to support uprights for permanent structures outdoors

Methods to support uprights for permanent or semi-permanent structures outdoors

1. Soak the base of the bamboo pole in 
wood preservative; allow to dry.

2. Paint on a thick coating of bitumen 
onto the outside of the bamboo pole; 
allow to dry.

A UK made product called 
Postsaver prevents ground 
rot which would normally 
occur within the first 
15cm/6” of soil. Here, the 
action of water, oxygen and 
fungi cause rotting.

This is a plastic sleeve 
coated inside with bitumen 
which you heat onto the 
base of the bamboo pole.

60cm/2ft

Dig a hole around 30cm x 30cm (1ftx1ft) wide.

Bury the bamboo pole around  60cm/2ft down in the 
ground.

The poles can be stabilised  
and held upright using any 
of the following:

Dry Mix Concrete
Wet Mix Concrete
Foaming Post Fix

45cm/1½ft

Bundle of smaller diameter 
poles fixed to a wooden 
stake.

Large diameter pole fixed 
to a section of scaffold 
pole or other metal pole.

Use cable ties in a figure 
of eight to secure the 
bamboo against the 
wooden stake/scaffold 
pole.

Using a club hammer or 
mallet, knock the scaffold 
pole/wooden stake into the 
ground at least 30cm/1ft into 
the ground.

Method 1 Method 2
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Aftercare Advice

The more mould you allow to build up the greater the 
chances are that it will have penetrated past the outer 
skin of the bamboo. Once past the outer skin, staining 
of the stem is very difficult to eradicate, even with a 
chlorine wash. 

This mould staining will happen more rapidly where 
the skin has weathered down, but can even happen 
on relatively new bamboo.

How to renovate

1. On a dry, still day apply a vinegar solution with a 
sponge and wipe away the surface mould.

2. Alternatively you can use a specialist mould and mildew 
cleaner such as Barrentine Mould & Mildew Spray.

3. Allow the bamboo to dry away from direct sunlight – or 
choose a cloudy day.

4. Wipe down with your chosen cleaner a second time 
and leave to dry completely.

Maintenance of Poles Outdoors

Luckily without the weather to cause the build up of mould, this 
is one factor you should not have to deal with when using poles 
inside. However, it is still important to monitor their condition.

1. Inspect your poles/half poles regularly. 
2. Remove dust and dirt with a damp cloth.
3. As part of general cleaning, use furniture polish or pure 

beeswax to maintain an attractive finish.
4. If you notice any hairline cracks emerging, apply a wood oil 

to the area.
5. After a year or more check the surface and apply a few layers 

of wood oil, beeswax or varnish if you prefer.

Maintenance of Poles Indoors

Left: This bar has installed whole poles to form a room 
divider and also half poles to clad the far wall. The high 
traffic areas will need treating with wood oil or varnish 
after a year or so. Furniture polish can be used as part of 
everyday cleaning and care.

5. Consider applying a coat of wood preservative, varnish or 
wood oil – adhesion may be affected depending on how 
much of the outer skin is intact.

TIP: If the poles are turning a silver-grey, it is time to add a 
protective waterproof layer! Choose a preservative with a 
UV filter for long-lasting results.

General maintenance for Gutters Outdoors & Indoors
Bamboo “gutters” as the name suggests are sometimes used on sheds, summer 
houses, and other out-buildings as an alternative to the plastic variety. Certainly they 
look authentic on a Japanese Tea house or Pergoda. They can be used to collect and 
carry rainwater. Here are some tips for keeping your split poles looking good for longer:

WATER FEATURES & RAINWATER GUTTERS:
1. Clean and apply varnish, wood preservative or fish-safe oil at least once a year.
2. Only apply varnish to either the inner wall or outer wall – not both, as this can trap 

in moisture and cause mould that will stain.
3. Fill any hairline cracks with clear silicone sealant.

BAR FRONTS AND DECORATIVE COVING:
1. Whether indoors or outdoors wipe clean with mild detergent or if mould has built 

up, a suitable mould cleaner.
2. Indoors: an occasional polish with furniture spray or beeswax can be applied; 

Outdoors: Varnish, wood oil or even a stain can be applied after around 1 year to 
18 months depending on the level of weathering of the bamboo.

Bamboo gutter treated with clear wood preservative 
inside and out to be used as a roof for a log store.

Above Left: Weathered bamboo poles are brought back to life with a few coats of 
Barrentine wood preservative in Golden Brown. Right: Bamboo gutters coated in wood 
preservative drying in the late afternoon sun.

PLEASE NOTE: Bamboo is a natural material which inevitably will age and change over time. These 
measures are provided for guidance and do not guarantee the bamboo will stay the same indefinitely. 


